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Te Maire Tau

The Death of Knowledge
GHOSTS ON THE PLAINS

THIS ESSAY is about knowledge. It is about the death of knowledge and of a
people who have remained ghosts on the landscape. The people specifically
referred to are Ngāi Tahu, though Ngāi Tahu's experience can be taken as
generally referring to Māori. Further, it is argued that during the era of
colonization, Ngāi Tahu learnt that their traditional knowledge system consisted
of 'false knowledge', beliefs rather than true or certain knowledge, and that
these beliefs imploded because of their innate weaknesses. With the collapse of
whakapapa, which was the fabric that held the traditional world view together,
Māori were caught in a twilight of the gods. Following the collapse of one
knowledge system they did not adapt quickly enough to master, manage and
generate from within new knowledge systems in response to the ideas brought
to these shores by the colonizers. Thus Ngāi Tahu have existed in two worlds,
neither of which they knew. To not know is to not possess knowledge. To not
have knowledge of the world reduces a people to mere observers, powerless to
participate in or create a world driven by their needs and the needs of their
descendants.1
That such a situation now exists would never have crossed the minds of Ngāi
Tahu leaders in 1841 when they re-established their whare purakau — the
traditional schools of learning.2 The ritual of re-establishing the whare purakau
was also an act of re-creation because the genealogies learnt and chanted acted
as co-ordinates, which ordered the Ngāi Tahu world, including conceptual entities
such as space and time. For the world to re-exist, the tribe's genealogy had to be
re-activated. Seasonal rituals of harvest, welcoming Matariki (the Pleiades),
the hinepouri for the annual whakaheke (migration) of eels — all of which
were part of the mythic world view and ritualized by the whare purakau — had
been obliterated by the decade of musket warfare. Time and space, concepts
that were ordered and regulated by the tohunga, needed to be brought back
from limbo from where they had been suspended during the debilitating Ngāi
Tahu-Ngāti Toa wars that defined the 1820s-1830s. In 1880, one of the last
tohunga of Ngāi Tahu recalled the rituals of initiation into the whare purakau
during his childhood in the 1840s. His recollection of his childhood and initiation
into the whare purakau is told below:
Ka houia te roko; ka mutu te whawhai; ka noho nei, Kai Tahu i ruka i te raki marie.
Taea ana e rua ka tau i muri iho o te whawhaitaka ka mahara ka Tohuka, me ka takata
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whaka aro nui ki rukaki tenei mea, ki te koorero whakapapa tipuna kia whaka houa ka
'Whare Puuraakau' ka tonoa e ka takata ki te tohuka nui, kia Taiarorua, kia whakahoua
ka koorero, ka whaka aetia; ka tuu te whakapapa, i te poo tuatahi, ka motea tea atu au ki
taua mahi, he tamariki ano au, ka tae pea inei aku tau ki te te kau ma torn; ka tae ki te poo
tua rua e tomo kia ai whare, ka tare au kia haere ki roo ki taua whare, ka aru aru iho taku
hakoro kia noho ai au i waho, ka tohe tonu au me taku whai haere atu i muri i tahakoro,
ka tahuri mai taku hakoro ka whuia i au, ka taki au; ka roko mai te Tohuka ki aue taki
ana, me te waha ano o Te Kauae ki te aki mai mi au; ka roko mai a Taiarorua (te Tohuka)
ka karaka mai kia Te Kauae, kei te ahatia e koe te tamaiti nei?
Ka mea te tohuka, tukua mai, kia haere mai.
Ka tae maua ki te whare, e tuu ana ano Te Tohuka i waho, ka tomo a Te Kauae ki roto ki
te w h a r e ' P u r a k a u ' .
Ka mau au i te tohuka ka kii mai ki au, ka haere taaua ki te wai, ka heke iho maua i te
tahataha, ka kite iho ia i te tamariki kua maroke noa atu; ka kii mai ki au, kapua te tutae
nei ki roto ki te rau pora, ka takaitia e au ki te raupora, ka haere ka ae maua ki te wai; ka
huihuia mai e ia te wai ki ruka ki taku upoko karakia mai aia: he 'koko' tenei karakia i
oku tarika hamama ai kia tomo ai te korero ki roto ki ka tarika; ka mutu tenei karakia, ka
kii mai ano te Tohuka ki au, kaahua te tutae na ki to waha, ka kaahua e au, karakia mai te
Tohuka i tenei karakia mo te kakau tenei karakia, a hei whaka ruanuku kia mau ai ka
korero.
Ka mutu te karakia, ka haere maua ki te whare Purakau, ka tomo ki roto; me waiho
maria e au ka korero 'Taahuu' o to maua ta eka atu ki te whare, me korero e au te riteka
o te WHARE-PU-RAKAU.
TE WHARE-PU-RAKAU
Ka tona riteka o te whare pu rakau, hei whakaako i ka tamariki rakatira ki maatau ki te
take 'Taahuu' ki te karakia mo ruka i ka Taumata. Whaka Ariki, karakia Ruruku Manawa
mote Tupaapaku ki te moe ka hemo.
Karakia whakanoho Manawa kia ora te Turoro.
Karakia Taahuu mo waho i te moana ki te mea ka rere te waka ka puta te hau nui.
Karakia haumanu mo te tupapaku mo te mea ka ma te rawa.
Karakia mo te tupapaku ina tuhia, ra-akaitia.
Karakia Taputapu Ariki mo te tupapaku ina whaka-taamirotia.
Karakia Whaka Tauira mo te takata whaka ako ki te patu takata.
Karakia Tako taahuu mo te mea ka tata te Taua ki te hoa riri.
Karakia tohi i te Taua.
Karakia naa naa tupapaku kia ora ai.
Karakia mo to karukaru o te takata a te takata whakatauira ki te patu takata.
Karakia Tuaa tamariki ki te whanau, ka ma hu te pito, ka Tuaatia.
Karakia tohi i te upoko o te takata ina whawha i raua ko tetahi takata ka kawhaa, ka
haere raua ki te wai to hi ai.
Karakia Tapuae mo te takata kia tere te haere.
Karakia mo ka matiti, mo ka kaamo, mo ka waihaka a te takata.
Karakia mo ka kiri mamae.
Karakia mo ka tino rakatira.
Karakia whakai i ka tamariki rakatira kia kai tapu.
Karakia whai whaia i te takata kia mate.
Karakia Whai whaia koreke.
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Whaiwhaia i te raki kia ua, kia taki te whaititiri.
Tua i te raki kia pai kai o re te ua.
Tau maaha mo ka umu taapu he nui.
e waka akona ana i roto i te whare [sic].

Purakau, me ka tako3 taahuu mo te takata tii mata mai ia 'Te Poo kouatipu' tae mai kiate
'Poo Tuakahuru' tae mai kia 'Te Ao Marama' tae mai kia 'Te Kare Tuatahi' tae mai kia
'Te Aka atua'; kia 'Te Kore Te Whiwhia' tae mai kia 'Raki nui e tu nei'; tii mata mai
[sic] ia 'Raki' tae mai kia 'Io' raua ko 'Tiki' ka haere mai tenei ki ka ta ke [sic] o te
takata.4
Writer's Interpretation
Harmony was established; the fighting stopped and Kai Tahu dwelt in peace.
Two years passed after the fighting and the High Priests and the wise men considered
the matter of our ancestral traditions and genealogies and the re-establishment of the
'Whare Purakau' — the Schools of Learning. The men requested that the High Priest,
Taiarorua, re-establish the rituals and traditions. It was agreed. The genealogies and oral
traditions were revived the first night. I was fearful because I was still a child, as I was
about thirteen, and on the second night I entered the building and I was intent on entering
that building. My father chased me and told me to sit outside as he objected to my
wishes to enter behind him, and so my father turned and threw me out. I cried. The High
Priest heard my sobbing and the charges of my father, Te Kauae, concerning my wish to
learn at this time. And so Taiarorua (the High Priest) heard and he called to Te Kauae and
said, 'Why are you doing that to this child?'
The High Priest said, 'Send him to me'.
We went to the school of learning and Taiarorua stood outside and Te Kauae entered the
building.
The High Priest took me and said to me, 'We shall go to the stream'. We went down to
the river bank and we saw the children and all was dry and there he said to me, 'Gather
this excrement inside this leaf cup', which I did and we then went to the water. The
water was gathered by the High Priest and sprinkled upon my head, with the High Priest
chanting incantations. One incantation was 'Koko' and this incantation was said to ensure
what was said would go into my ear. This incantation finished. The High Priest then said
to me, 'Gather the excrement to your mouth'. I held it close to my mouth. The High
Priest chanted his incantations again and this incantation was for the throat so as to
ensure that the traditions would be held.
The incantations finished and we went to the School of Learning. I entered inside and
inside I learnt the highest traditions according to that School as well as the codes of
conduct within the School of Learning.
The School of Learning
The custom of the School of Learning was that the School was to teach the chiefly
children to know the principles of the creation traditions as well as the incantations to be
chanted at the altars such as the incantations used to bind the heart for the corpse that has
died.
Incantations for settling the heart to revive the ill person.
Incantations for the open ocean if the canoe is travelling and a big wind comes up.
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The prayers for restoring the deceased and for those dying.
The prayers for the deceased when the body is being decorated.
The prayers for the high chiefs for the deceased when they are being bound up.
Incantations for those who are being taught how to kill.
Incantations for straightening the backbone (of the group) for when the war party is
getting closer (and approaching) the enemy.
Prayers for the ceremony for the war party to make them successful in their mission.
Prayers for nursing the dead and restoring them to health.
Incantations affecting blood (and other body fluids) of those who have been taught to
kill people.
Incantations for giving a name to the child by the family, for healing the navel, and
naming it.
Incantations for blessing the head of a man if he has been fighting with another and a
(his) head is opened up, they both go to the water to be blessed.
Incantations for the footsteps of a person so that their journey may be swift.
Incantations for the spell of making the limbs of a person wither and for the manipulation
of a person.
Incantations for tender skin.
Incantations for high chiefs.
Incantations to feed chiefly children who are tapu.
Incantations for cursing a person and causing them to die.
Incantations to make the sun shine.
Incantations to the heavens to cause rain and invoke thunder and lightning.
Incantations to the heavens to stop the rain.
Incantations for the rituals of the sacred oven at the altar.
Incantation to learn within the School the traditions and principal genealogies for
humankind starting with the emergence of the night onwards to the final stages, to the
World of Light and then to the creation of the sea and ten waves that established the
connections to the Gods who lay within the various voids, culminating with the Heavens
and the creation of humankind with To' and 'Tiki'.

Yet the world of 1841 was not the same world that had existed 12 years
earlier. Too much had changed. In 1829 Te Rauparaha and his confederation of
tribes had made their first foray into Te Wai Pounamu. The expedition ended
with the death of the leading Ngāti Toa chiefs at Kaiapoi pā, the principal Ngāi
Tahu fort in its time. Te Rauparaha returned to Kapiti to mourn the loss of his
kin and to plan a return campaign against the Kaiapoi Ngāi Tahu. Then, in
1832, Kaiapoi pa fell to Ngāti Toa. The Banks Peninsula Ngāi Tahu were also
attacked at Akaroa and they suffered the same consequences as those at Kaiapoi.
Musket warfare had widened the scope of conflict. Rather than involving several
villages, the conflict resulted in Ngāi Tahu co-operating as an iwi for the first
time as a kind of primal iwi state. Firearms and canons were acquired. Whaling
boats replaced traditional canoe to form an informal navy, and within five years
Ngāti Toa were no longer a threat to Ngāi Tahu. In the North Island, Te
Rauparaha's troubles were returning on the tides. Other iwi were arming
themselves and preparing for retaliation. In spite of Ngāi Tahu's successful
defence against Ngāti Toa attack, the world no longer consisted solely of Māori,
let alone Ngāi Tahu.
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But what remained of the Ngāi Tahu realm gave little hope for a bright future.
The war with Ngāti Toa was different from those of the past. Huge numbers of
the Kaikoura people had been killed and taken north as captives of the conquering
iwi. The great Kaiapoi pā had been reduced to ashes and the bones of the dead
lay scattered and bleached by the sun. One elder recalled these events from his
childhood in his later years:
Kahore au i maatau ki te taui whaanau ai au ekari i maatau au i te tikiha mai o Te
Maihara-nui o te paakehaa i mauria aia ki Waitohi (itera [sic] motu) whakamate ai, kua
maatau au i tenei takiwa ki te whakaaro i roto toku upoko kua haere ki roto i ka tamariki
ke te taakaro.
Ka timata te maahia i au i te taua tuatahi a Te Rauparaha 'Te Niho Makaa' i tae mai ki
Kaiapoi, i kite au i te mateka okara-katira nunui o Ngai Tahu i taua takiwa me muri iho
i tiikina mai Te Maiharanui ka tae ki tetahi ta ka hoki mai ano a Ngatitoa, a Ngatiraukawa
e he nui ka iwi i haere mai i taua tau no reira 'ka tahuri te riu o te waka a Maui ki raro.'
Ka mate ka hika kaiapoi ka mate ka rakatira kau maatua ka rakatira tai tamariki, me ka
tohuka rnohio nui ki te kaarero [sic] whakapapa . . . . 5
Writer's Interpretation
I do not know the year I was born, but I know of the taking of Te Maiharanui and of the
Pakeha who carried him away to Waitohi to the other island where he was put to death.
Although still very young, I could think for myself and I was able to play games with
other children.
I will start with the deeds of the first war party of Te Rauparaha, which was known as
'The Expedition of the Barracuda Tooth' and his arrival at Kaiapoi where I saw the
deaths of the great chiefs of Ngati Toa. I can also remember the time after that which
was the taking of Te Maiharanui to the North Island and then Ngati Toa and Ngati Raukawa
returned. There were many people who came here that year from the North Island to 'Te
Waka a Maui' — the South Island. Kaiapoi fell and was destroyed and the chiefs, elders,
the young aristocracy and the High Priests who held the traditions and genealogies
died . . . .

The Banks Peninsula hapū fled to the south to live under the protective cloak
of the southern Ngāi Tahu warlord, Te Whakataupuka, who was in mind of
putting the Banks Peninsula and Taumutu people under a death penalty for not
supporting his kin at Kaiapoi.6 Similarly, those who fled south knew that the
Kaiapoi chiefs had aided Ngāti Toa in their destruction of those on Banks
Peninsula. The web of kinship that bound the tribe could also be a means to
fragment a people. Against this background, the physical world was opening
rapidly, though the minds of the people still operated within the cultural landscape
that their ancestors had worked. To re-create the Old World by transferring old
knowledge and beliefs ignored the reality of Pākehā. The consequence was that
while Pākehā were physically present, the minds of the people did not completely
accept their presence. This is best displayed in the 1880s where a tribal priest
constructed a descent line for Pākehā that stemmed from 'Kiwa', the great god
of the Pacific Ocean. The genealogy was composed by the tohunga Rawiri
Mamaru, who trained under the high priests of Kaiapoi.
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Whakapapa 1
Takaroa

=

Papatuanuku

Riwa

=

Pupu mai ki waho

I
I
Taka mai nui a Raki
I
Kiwa
I
Wawau nui a Raki

=

Wawau nui a Tahi

Pakeha7

This whakapapa was constructed over a century after Captain Cook had first
anchored off New Zealand in October 1769. While one could use this whakapapa
as an example of how Māori knowledge systems could expand to include the
unknown, the reality was that their knowledge system was exposed on two
fronts. First was the inability to adapt quickly enough to alterations in the
environment. Secondly, the framework was meant to represent a knowledge
system but in real terms was an arrangement of beliefs underpinned by a
paradigm of genealogy. These beliefs were held together by whakapapa, which
functioned to maintain the solidarity of the kin group rather than the pursuit of
certain and true knowledge. What then is meant by 'beliefs'?
These beliefs, otherwise known as matauranga Māori, are best understood
as 'mirror knowledge'. Mirror knowledge is the projection of the self outwards,
so that all things are ultimately known through the connection to the self. The
late historian Karl Popper, who lectured at the University of Canterbury between
1937-1945, provided the best example of false knowledge when he quoted
Greek philosopher-poet, Xenophanes:
The Ethiops say that their gods are flat nosed and black
While the Thracians say that theirs have blue eyes and red hair.
Yet if cattle or horses or lions had hands and could draw their gods
Like horses, and cattle like cattle, and each would then shape
Bodies of gods in the likeness, each of its own. 8

Here, knowledge of the world is a projection of the self. That projection is
then reflected back into the consciousness and a continuous self-validating loop
is established. At a community level, this is a relatively harmless exercise, as
one knows beforehand what to expect. The problem occurs when one group
deals with another group whose world view is different. To take the above
quotation, Ethiops will view Thracians as lesser beings to themselves, and horses
will expect cattle to jump fences.
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Māori knowledge is an example of mirror knowledge. For Māori, the fabric
that held the knowledge of the world together was whakapapa. Every 'thing'
was related and all 'things' were held together by genealogical connections that
eventually referenced back to the self. The best example of this is the creation
tradition. Māori traditions tell us that the world emerged from the ten stages of
darkness (Te Po), which begat light or 'Te Ao'. From Te Po and Te Ao evolved
the ten stages of 'nothingness' or 'Te Kore'. From ages of Te Kore emerged
Raki (Rangi), the sky father, who then mated with a number of wives. From
Raki's multiple unions emerged the Universe and all matter known to Māori. A
Ngāi Tahu chant of creation runs thus:
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na

Te Po, ko Te Ao
Te Ao, ko Te Aomarama
Te Aomarama, Ko Te Aoturoa
Te Aoturoa, Ko Te Koretewiwhia
Te Koretewiwhia, Ko Te Koreterawea
Te Koreterawea, Ko Te Koretetaumaua
Te Koretetaumaua, ko Te Korematua
Te Korematua, Ko Te Maku

Na Te Maku, ka noho i a Mahoranuiatea, ka puta ki waho ko Raki
na Raki, ka noho i a Pokoharuatepo . . . .9
From the first glimmer of light,
emerged the long-standing light until light stood in all quarters.
Encompassing all was a womb of emptiness,
an intangible void intense in its search for procreation
until it reached its ultimate boundaries and became a parentless void with the potential
for life.
Thus moisture emerged and coupled with Mahoranui a Tea,
a cloud that grew from the dawn.
From this union came the heavens,
who coupled with Pokoharuatepo . . . .

The meaning of this chant becomes known once it is understood that Māori
traditionally chanted to their children as they formed in their mothers' wombs.
The parents would sing to their children who, they said, were 'sought and formed'
in the darkness and voids, enveloped within a crimson bowl — the mother's
womb. The following chant addresses the child while it lies within the womb:
E tama i kimia, e tama i rapā!
I rapā tāua ki roto
Ki te Kore te whiwhia
Ki roto te Kore te rawea;
Pupuru, mau ake ki te kanoi o te uha na.
Ko Kura-waka ano Kura-waka, ka tohia ki te one
Ko Tohi-nuku ano ko Tohi-raangi ano,
Ka kukune, Hawai-iki, e.
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0 son searched for, O son sought for!
We two were sought for in the intangible void,
And with the shapeless Void;
Once held fast, and suspended on a female strand.
The Crimson-bowl remained a Crimson-bowl, until soil sanctified.
As was the conception in Hawaiki.' 0

In the chant the child is addressed as it leaves the mother and enters the
world of light. The child is referred to as crossing from the barrier of 'Darkness
ajar' (Huaki Pō-uri). Pō-uri stems from the root word 'Pō' — darkness or night.
Nau mai, e tama, kia mihi atu au;
1 haramai koe i te kunenga mai o te tangata
I roto i te ahuru mōwai, ka taka te pae o Huaki-pōuri;
Ko te whare hangahanga tēna a Tāne-nui-a-rangi
I te one i Kura-waka, i tātāia ai te Puhi-ariki
Te Hīringa matua, te HIringa tipua, te HIringa tawhitorangi . . . .
Welcome O son, let me greet you;
You indeed have come from the origin of mankind
From the cosy haven emerged, out from the barrier of Darkness ajar
Out of the abode fashioned by the renowned Tāne-of-the-heavens
On the sands at the Crimson-bowl, wherein the Exhalted-one rejoiced
In the i m p l a n t i n g of p a r e n t h o o d , s a c r e d i m p l a n t i n g , h e a v e n l y
in times remote . . . . "

implanting

The beauty of these chants is self-evident and few modern Māori writers can
equal them in any new form. Their application helps us understand how Maori
perceived the world: they are a clear example of mirror knowledge. We now
know that the world was not created from a giant act of copulation. But what is
important is that the creation chant and lullabies show how a people attempted
to explain the world and that the explanation came from the observation of their
immediate experiences. The world was a mirror of their lives. Light and darkness
were personified as male and female elements. Heaven and earth were projections
of one's father and mother. With these primal elements established, the world
of plants, fish, rocks and stars was ordered and understood as a cosmic family.
All things referenced back to the individual and ultimately to the centre of
creation — the self. For Māori, the creator of all living things was Tane, and in
the day-to-day lives of Māori, the male figure was known as Tane. Thus the
circle was confirmed and expressed in the proverb that asked the question, 'He
tangata, he tipua, he atua ranei?' (Am I man, demi-god, or God?) The answer
was that the person was all three.
From the cosmic down to the sweeping plains of Waitaha (Canterbury), or
even the myth-landscape of Te Ika a Maui (North Island), the image of the self
was projected and mirrored back. Tribal society was organized around descent
from the bones, or iwi, of a founding ancestor. The tribe was the iwi and to
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belong to it one needed to descend from that ancestor. The individual, the iwi
and the ancestor were the same.
The implications of all this for the historian are crucial because this projection
of the self indicates that when Maori claimed descent from their ancestors and
atua, they did so horizontally, not vertically. The ancestors were immediate
because they were imposed upon the landscape, through ritual. Logically, if
this applied to the ancestor, it also applied to the gods: Papatuanuku, the Earth
mother, lay directly in front of the people. Similarly, the past could be read
because it was before the people. This is the meaning behind the phrase 'I nga
ra o mua' (the days that stand to the fore), which describes how Māori perceived
the past. This fact meant that Māori acted and behaved in a way that was
fundamentally different from Pākehā because just as Māori imposed their past
onto the landscape, the landscape therefore set the boundaries for how the present
could be understood and, therefore, how the future would be written. The German
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche recognized this danger in his own people when
he warned of the past becoming 'the gravedigger of the present'. 12 For Māori,
the danger was intensified because the individual lived within a conceptual
valley encircled by ancestral alps limiting any vision to the future and reducing
the individual to the known. Accordingly, actions were predetermined and,
thereby, society. Certainly, there was room for leaders and hapū to maintain
independence, but all human events occurred upon a landscape that acted as a
theatre, which treasured its greatest actors. Likewise, the actors of the present
played their roles to meet the expectations of their audience (the living and the
dead) and with the knowledge that their actions would be carved upon the earth
and minds of the people. The past of Māori is then a great drama recalled
according to the rules of the theatre. Shakespeare knew these rules well when
he had Macbeth lament, 'Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player, That struts
and frets his hour upon the stage'.
The implication of this scenario is significant because it suggests one thing:
Māori were unable to create a critical distance between themselves and the text
that was their world. In other words, if we accept that Maori viewed and
interacted with the world according to a text already written, Māori, in the main,
acted and behaved according to the text. This is what is meant by mirror
knowledge and, by its nature, mirror knowledge reinforces the orthodoxy of the
community, thus perpetuating the loop and the image of the self. Knowledge
therefore becomes the orthodoxy. Orthodoxy is the death of knowledge. To
complete the equation, a community with dead knowledge is well on its way to
digging the grave spoken of by Nietzsche.
Yet, one can dig a grave without knowing one is dying because the death
blow cannot come from within these communities. This is because mirror
knowledge and false knowledge occur in all societies in differing degrees. The
date for this publication is based on the assumption that the 'son of God' was
born 2001 years ago. Here the Western world has projected its beliefs onto a
concept (time) of which the existence is highly questionable. Our units of time
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(hours and calendar months) stem from Sumerian myth. The days of the week
are named after Norse gods. False knowledge abounds everywhere. False
knowledge still determines our behaviour and it exists because it functions to
maintain and impose order upon our immediate world.
An individual can only stand and observe from a critical distance if there is
a place to stand outside the text. To find this place one can either scale the
mountain and experience a visionary state or one must wait for something, or
someone, from beyond the horizon to show a larger world. The former simply
widens the reflection of the mirror and has been the practice of prophets and
spiritual leaders for centuries. In this case, the outside world is still a passive
subject to the projection of the self. The world is still a theatre. The latter option
implies the opposite. A factor from beyond the horizon requires the home
community to adopt either of two tactics. The first option is to incorporate the
new factor into its circle and thus into its knowledge system. This only works if
the factor is passive and allows itself to be categorized. If the external factor is
another people, with another knowledge system, the mere fact that they are
travelling means that they are active, and this means that there will be culture
clash causing each group to adopt a critical position and therefore to widen
their frameworks of knowledge.
This notion of culture clash and the growth of knowledge was first explained
by Karl Popper, whose great interest was the growth of knowledge and how
cultures expand their intellectual frameworks. Popper's thesis was that all
cultures have frameworks of knowledge.13 As groups expanded and encountered
other cultures, their frameworks of knowledge grew accordingly. To make his
point, Popper told the story of the occasion when the Persian King, Darius I,
wanted to teach a lesson to the Greeks living in his empire. Darius asked the
Greeks what he would have to pay them to eat their dead fathers. The Greeks
were horrified and said no amount of money would see them commit such a
wicked deed. Darius then summoned the Callatians and in the presence of the
Greeks asked the Callatians, who ate their fathers, how much it would cost him
to see them cremate their fathers. The Callatians were equally horrified. Popper
liked to believe that Darius did this so that the Greeks would learn something
new and beyond the confines of their knowledge of the world. Popper's example
tells us that both the Greeks and the Callatians met and, by the mere confrontation
of culture, each group would have left with a wider knowledge of the world.
This continual act of 'clashing cultures' led to the expansion of knowledge that
the West underwent because new information was transmitted.
The relevance of this example to Māori is not solely linked to the obvious
similarities of 'culture clash'. More important is that, when Pākehā arrived,
Māori became players in a much larger theatre. Factors that drove change in
knowledge within the Western world were also to become factors that were to
change the manner in which Māori understood the world and consequently the
way in which they organized themselves. To this end, colonization need not be
seen as a negative experience if one takes a longer view of time, aligns what has
occurred in New Zealand as a global phenomenon common to all cultures and,
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more importantly, accepts that change happens. Colonization also becomes more
palatable (at least for indigenous groups) if we accept Peter Munz's general
law, proposed in his article 'How the West was Won: Miracle or Natural Event',
that colonization is beneficial because it corrodes old traditions and beliefs,
allowing for the growth in knowledge.14 Nevertheless, Munz's proposal should
not be taken to mean that the growth of knowledge is dependent on colonization.
The growth of knowledge occurs for many reasons, of which colonization is
but one causative factor.
Munz concerned himself with finding a theory that explained the evolution
of early humankind from the Olduvai Gorge to the modern age, and how the
progression was made through the myriad of social systems that lie between
the two points. In short, how do we explain social and cognitive progression
whether it is from tribal society to feudal society or from the Age of
Enlightenment to Modernity? To answer this problem Munz suggested that we
look for factors that negatively promote growth rather than those that positively
promote it. This means we would find rewarding results if we looked for factors
that caused the dismantling of old institutions and traditional beliefs. For
example, the observations of Copernicus and the discoveries of Christopher
Columbus all had a profound effect on the way in which people viewed the
Bible and, therefore, their knowledge of the world and how they organized
themselves. Coupled with the calculus of Kepler and the publication of Galileo,
the progression out of the medieval era to a new age was not a matter of waiting
for it to happen — it was happening.
What was happening was a meta-system transformation or paradigm shift,
as it is otherwise known. On this count, Munz's proposal can easily fit within
Popper's theory of 'culture clash' as a factor leading to the expansion of one's
intellectual framework, because Popper's theory allows for the widening of
intellectual frameworks to occur between the colonized and the colonizer. Yet
Popper was not content with the theory that the growth of knowledge was a
result of culture clash.
Popper's 'culture clash' deals with the widening of one's intellectual
framework through conjecture and debate. Such debate can occur externally
(as in the case of the Greeks and Thracians) or it can occur internally, as he
discusses for Anaximander and Thales. Before we go further with Munz, let us
consider Popper's case of Anaximander and Thales.
Popper refers to Hesiod's 'Theogony', an early Greek text that explains the
creation of the world, as the Old Testament did for the Hebrews, and as the
Rangi and Papa tradition did for Māori. Popper argued that the early scholar,
Thales, believed that the earth was supported by water, on which it rode like a
ship. Thales derived his theory from Hesiod's 'Theogony', and this theory was
his attempt to explain the origins of earthquakes. Nonetheless, Thales's tradition
was attacked by his student, Anaximander, who argued, 'There is no thing at all
that is holding up the earth. Instead the earth remains stationary owing to the
fact that it is equally far from all other things' ,15 Popper tells us that Anaximander
arrived at this quite revolutionary thesis by applying rational criticism. Popper
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suggests that Anaximander was forced to ask himself that, if the earth rested
like a ship upon the ocean, then what supports the ocean, and what is then the
support for that, and so on, ad infinitum. This problem is known as the infinite
regressive. To escape this standoff, Popper argued Anaximander developed his
thesis from a passage in 'Theogony' which reads: 'For nine days and nights
will a brazen anvil fall from the heavens, and on the tenth it will reach the earth.
And for nine days and nights will a brazen anvil fall from the earth, and on the
tenth it will reach Tartarus'.16 This passage suggests that the earth did not rest
upon any support because it was able to rest between two edifices (the heavens
and Tartarus) equal distances apart.
Anaximander's theory was, of course, in its time speculative and would remain
so until Newton. If we are to accept Popper's suggestion, then we also need to
accept that what is important is that Anaximander was imaginative enough to
propose a bold new theory by falsifying Thales's theory with rational criticism.
Where Anaximander falls is in his use of 'Theogony' as a source of verification.
At this point one could argue that Popper's example is simply a case of duelling
beliefs firmly centred on Hesiod's 'Theogony'. 17 Yet this is not the point that
Popper wants to bring to our attention. Anaximander was revolutionary in the
sense that he did not counter Thales with another observational analogy and in
that his theory was retort by rational criticism. The point that Popper wants to
make clear is that Anaximander and Thales were breaking with the mythic
traditions taught at that time in their schools of learning. One cannot find this
convention of rational criticism within the traditional schools of learning. There
are many tribal traditions among Māori that explain the origins of the universe.
In Two Worlds Anne Salmond quoted a chant where the primal energy that
created the universe was seen as 'thought', which led to 'consciousness'. 18
Salmond also referred to a Mataatua tradition where the growth of a plant is the
metaphor used to explain the beginnings of the world. Ngāi Tahu creation
traditions use the 'mythic womb' metaphor as an explanation of the universe.
Obviously, when tohunga met and discussed the traditions, debate would have
occurred and there would have been endless 'point-counterpoint' disagreements
as to which tradition would have been more correct than another. Yet whichever
tradition one chooses, one is simply choosing one metaphor over another, because
all myth-traditions are simply degrees of 'poetic inventiveness' or poetic
projections from observation. There is no evidence that any tohunga went beyond
'observational analogy' and challenged the logic of the traditions as Popper
suggests Anaximander managed to do.19
For Popper, then, the clashing of culture is not enough to explain the growth of
knowledge as, logically, all one could do is move from one belief system to another.
What the Thales-Anaximander tradition properly refers to is Popper's belief that
the growth of knowledge proceeds from problems and our attempts to solve them
with explanatory theories. It is here that Popper introduced his theory of falsification
(as opposed to verification) as the criterion for determining the better theory. The
growth of knowledge, therefore, is not accumulated but is instead due to the
falsification of existing theories by one that better withstands criticism.
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It does not take a great jump of imagination to see how Popper's 'falsification'
thesis leads to Munz's proposal that the progression from one Age to another is
due to properties that negatively promote growth. Having stated that we should
look for negative dynamics, Munz turned to the process of colonization, specifically
the colonization of Gaul and Germany by the Romans. He argued that one of the
most striking cases of colonization occurred in Europe in the period stretching
from the first century BC to the fifth century AD. This process was similar to what
happened to Māori in New Zealand in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. When
Julius Caesar and the Romans invaded Gaul in the first century BC, indigenous
tribal groups started to dissolve. This dissolution gained momentum the further the
Roman armies advanced. The dissolution started first in Gaul and, a little later, in
Britain and in the lands on the other side of the Rhine, which the Romans called
'Germania'. The reason for this dissolution was simple. The local indigenous
inhabitants, like Māori in New Zealand, were smart enough to seize the opportunities
offered by Roman traders and Roman armies to enrich themselves and improve
their standard of living. They took service in the Roman armies and were
increasingly eager to sell goods as well as slaves to Roman merchants. None of
these opportunities were lost on the indigenous people, and their relentless pursuit
eroded indigenous loyalties, customs and traditions. By the fourth century AD this
process of dissolution was so well advanced that the old names of tribes had
disappeared and entirely new groupings, distinguished by new names, were being
formed under adventurous war leaders. Such postcolonial developments are
comparable to the rise of such Māori leaders as Te Rauparaha and Te Kooti and
Tuhawaiki of Ngāi Tahu — none of whom could claim the status of ariki by way
of divine or ancestral authority (mana atua, mana tipuna).
Among Māori, such postcolonial developments have also taken the form of
urban Māori communities and of their lesser variants — the 'gangs'. With the
rise of such new social structures, the process of colonization, which had made
the old structures disappear, was finally completed. This meant that the new
groups, instead of being based on descent, like iwi, consisted largely of people
working and co-operating with each other for various reasons of commonality
(economic, political or religious), rather than by way of kinship. That is, as a
result of colonization, there had emerged a form of social structure that eventually
ushered in the feudal bonding so characteristic of the European Middle Ages.
With the disappearance of tribal groupings, old forms of knowledge and beliefs
were weakened, paving the way for new organizations and knowledge systems.
The movement of the Germanic tribes from their traditional mythological
world view to Christianity should be properly seen as a sidelong shift, rather
than a progressive move forward. After all, if we see matauranga Māori as a
belief system, we also commit ourselves to the same view when we consider
Christianity. However, Christianity was the last great option before the
foundations of religious thought were questioned during the Renaissance and
eventually dismantled during the Age of Enlightenment. Before Constantine
adopted Christianity, the Mediterranean world, by way of the Roman Empire,
had been slowly assimilating mythologies and unifying political institutions.20
As we have seen, tribes were submerged under the sway of the Roman legions,
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and their citizenship was advancing. The pluralist nature of these societies made
it relatively easy to assimilate people. After all, as Munz pointed out, it is no
great feat to assimilate Aphrodite to Venus and to see Freya as a northern Juno.21
However, the monotheistic religion of the Hebrews meant that no amount of
metaphor shuffling could allow them to see Jehovah as a Hebrew Jupiter.
Constantine came to realize that Christianity could become a levelling force in
a way that the Roman legions could never be. Pluralism, in all its forms, could
be smoothed over with one monotheistic belief system. Issues of morality and
ethics could be assimilated within the Christian melting pot.
With historical hindsight we can now see that as Christianity emerged as a
monotheistic belief system by becoming singular, effectively eliminating all
other options, this terminated all further sideway shifts from one belief system
to another once Christianity had fallen. With Christianity being questioned at
the start of the Renaissance and finally fragmenting, the progression to
Enlightenment and onwards to modernity becomes easier to understand.
Modernity could only occur with the dismantling of tribal mythologies and
world views. Without the monotheism that is Christianity there would have
been a myriad of religious options and an endless shuffling of feet to the right
and left, from one belief system to another.
The similarity between the colonization of the old Germanic tribes and
Māori is obvious. Both were colonized and both took a sidelong step to
Christianity. The difference is that where Europe managed to dismantle
Christianity and progress onwards to modernity, Māori have remained committed
to a Christian belief system, or they propose, as an alternative, a shift back to
matauranga Māori, another belief system.22
Matauranga Maori failed because it could not explain. Rather than admit
this, we are offered as a placebo the theory that matauranga Māori fell because
the colonizing culture actively set out to destroy its foundations.23 Without a
doubt, imperial policy actively undermined Maori belief and political systems.
Yet the imperial eye was always cast on the acquisition of land and sovereignty.
Cultural relegation was, in the main, part of the mopping-up operations after
headway had been made into the acquisition of land and resources, and when
tribal groups were already destabilizing. 24 The cultural vacuum that now
characterizes young Māori is a phenomenon of the mid to late twentieth century.
The collapse of the Māori world order and view was due to its inability to
adapt to the new environment and the imperial threat. Quite simply, whakapapa
could not evolve at a rate proportional to the influx of the unknown and this
meant that the old world view had to be abandoned, or at least placed aside.
This supports Popper's theory on the evolution of knowledge: 'We choose the
theory which best holds its own in competition with other theories; the one
which by natural selection, proves itself the fittest to survive'.25
The ability of whakapapa to include the new was hindered by rate of knowledge transfer. This means that the influx of new and unknown 'things' occurred
at a rate that was beyond the ability of the existing system to incorporate. Take,
for example, the traditions concerning fire. Ngāi Tahu traditions told us that fire
stemmed from the fingernails of Maui's great ancestress, Mahuika. The
whakapapa of Mahuika and Maui is found in the following genealogy:
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Whakapapa 2 : Mahuika and Maui Tikitiki26
Raki

=

Papatuanuku

Wiwi
Wawa
Mahutu
Mahurea
Mahuwhakaraa

Mahutakee

Te Raka

Maui Mua

Mahuika (ia ia te ahi. with her was fire)

=

Hine

Maui Roto

Maui Taha Maui Pae

Maui Tikitiki a Te Raka

In this whakapapa the tradition explains the origins of a natural phenomenon.
The myth tells us that fire could be found in certain trees because Maui placed
the ember from Mahuika's fingernails within. If Pākehā brought with them
matches to create fire, Māori needed to explain the origins of phosphorus and
identify the person who discovered this substance and made it applicable to
domestic activities. And even if a myth was created, it would ignore the fact
that matches were invented by persons unknown and unaccounted for by way
of whakapapa. More importantly, it would also ignore the reality that one needs
a theory of combustion to explain fire. Likewise, potatoes, sheep, muskets and
bullets all needed to be explained. Whakapapa, the principle that held knowledge
together, collapsed under its own inflexibility.
This inflexibility meant Māori were captured within an intellectual prison
that required one to interpret everything new according to the sole reference
point, whakapapa. This self-referencing was best explained earlier with the
genealogy constructed to explain Pākehā. An equally good example is provided
by Munz in his criticism of Salmond's Two Worlds.21 Munz refers to a letter
written in 1868 by Titokowaru to Whitmore; the letter is important and bears
repeating. Titokowaru wrote: 'the name of England was given to you for your
tribe. I was made a Māori, and New Zealand was the name given to me . . . there
was a space fixed between us of great extent — the sea. You, forgetting that
jumped over from that place to this. I did not jump from this place to that.' 28
Now what Munz quite properly points out is that Titokowaru wrongly assumed
the 'English' were another tribal society or, to be more exact, another iwi. Further,
the assumption was not only that the English were simply an ethnic variant of
an iwi but that the English should have also acted according to the local
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behaviours and customs of iwi. In short, Titokowaru assumed both worlds were
comparable, in a kind of 'iwi-centricism'.
The mistake was understandable, but it was also costly. The real space was
not defined by distance but by the virtually incommensurable world views that
were determined by differing knowledge and belief systems. The only medium
by which that space could be crossed was language. It is here that one should
pause and consider the relevance of Tzvetan Todorov's The Conquest of America:
The Question of the Other.29
Todorov looks at the conquest of the Aztecs and their city Tenochtitlan by
Hernando Cortes in the sixteenth century. Traditional explanations for the fall
of the Aztecs have revolved around the superior military technology of the
Spanish, the inadequate leadership by the Aztec king, Moctezoma, and the
internal agony within the Aztec world due to the smallpox epidemic inadvertently
introduced by the Spanish. Todorov argues that these explanations are sufficient
neither individually nor collectively. Instead, he argues that the Aztecs were
defeated by their failure to control and manage a system of communication:
'Masters in the art of ritual discourse, the Indians are inadequate in a situation
requiring improvisation, and this is precisely the situation of the conquest. Their
verbal education favours paradigm over syntagm, code over context, conformityto-order over efficacy-of-the-moment, the past over the present.'30
What Todorov meant was that the Aztec world view was dominated by ritual,
which permeated their actions, behaviour, and ways of communications. All
symbols and signs, the means of communication, were interpreted according to
the paradigm. Coupled with a cyclical time schema where there is a frozen
present or, as Heraclitus would have it, a 'cosmic constant', new events and
individuals could not exist because to exist they needed to have been accounted
for somewhere in the paradigm. Todorov explains it better by commenting on
the Aztec's world in this manner:
. . . no one's life is ever an open and indeterminate field, to be shaped by an individual
free will, but rather the realization of an order always preordained (even if the possibility
of inflecting one's own fate is not altogether excluded). The individual's future is ruled
by the collective past; the individual does not construct his future, rather the future is
revealed . . . . The characteristic interrogation of this world is not, as among the Spanish
conquistadors (or the Russian revolutionaries), of a praxeological type: 'what is to be
done?': but epistemological; 'how are we to know?' 31

By the time the Spanish were advancing towards his city, Moctezoma had
acquired a mass of information through his use of a network of spies observing
Cortes and his army's activities. Yet, this systematic acquisition of information
had only intensified the rhetorical question, 'how are we to know?' The only
method to understand all this information, and indeed this event, was to project
the information and event into the past so that these 'things' could be understood
as omens. In doing this the events lost their singularity and uniqueness and
were instead absorbed into an existing order of beliefs.32
Todorov has been criticized often, with most attacks centred on whether or
not the Mexica people did indeed consider Cortes and his people to be 'gods' ,33
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Nevertheless, his case is a reflection of Wittgenstein's argument advanced in
Philosophical Investigations, that to speak a language is to follow rules.34 As
Wittgenstein put it, 'if anyone utters a sentence and means or understands it he
is operating a calculus according to definite rules'. 35 Having placed language
within a context of rule-following, Wittgenstein then proceeded to close the
circuit of his argument by saying that there is no such thing as a 'private language' 36
This means that the individual is denied the ability to express a personal experience
or observation because one's expression must follow the rules of a language and
the community. If there is no 'private language' and one is unable to express a
private experience independent of a language community then there is nothing
beyond the community. The community is effectively a closed group.
The connection of Wittgenstein to Todorov is that Todorov argued that the
Aztecs were a closed society, with a language whose rules were particularly
ritualized and therefore solidified and inflexible. Observations of new
phenomena (in this case Cortes and his entourage) needed to be explained within
the rules of the particular community. The converse of this would be for the
local community to accept the explanation of the 'The Other', who for the Aztecs
were the Spanish. To do so would have meant the possibility a 'private language',
which Wittgenstein has told us is not possible, and Todorov has told us, if we
accept the link with Wittgenstein, the Aztecs were unable to understand. The
only way for the Aztecs to understand a 'thing' was to assume the 'thing' aligned
itself within their preordained world.
Cortes had no such restrictions and because he mastered the language of
semiotics, he gained the upper hand over Moctezoma. Todorov tells us very
clearly of the difference in communication between the Aztecs and the Spaniards:
'Would it be forcing the meaning of "communication" to say, starting from this
point, that there exist two major forms of communication, one between man
and man, the other between man and the world, and then to observe the Indians
cultivate chiefly the latter, the Spaniards the former?' 37
Later Todorqy referred to a letter from Cortes that declared:
I shall always take care to add whatever seems to me the most fitting, for the great size
and diversity of the lands which are being discovered each day and the many new secrets
which we have learned f r o m these discoveries make it necessary that for new
circumstances there to be new considerations and decisions; should it appear in anything
I now say or might in the future say to Your Majesty that I contradict what I have said in
the past, Your Highness may be assured that it is because a new fact elicits a new opinion. 38

Cortes was aware that there was more to the world than he had known and
that new circumstances would yield new opinions that could just as easily be
contradicted the next day. The awareness of being on the edge of a new frontier
and new world allowed Cortes a greater degree of flexibility and, therefore, the
ability to improvise and adapt. On the other hand, Moctezoma occupied a space
frozen to the present prohibiting any adaptive strategy not validated by ritual
and foretold by omens. The Aztec world, like that of Māori, was a mythic world
frozen to change from within, where neither group was able to cross the space
where 'The Other' (Spanish and English) existed. The reason why both groups
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fell was the inability of either to 'know' 'The Other' from a position outside the
text in which they lived. How could Māori possibly understand Pākehā and the
ways in which they thought and behaved if there was no whakapapa to legitimize
the existence of this group? Obviously this essay's response to the question
would be — as long as whakapapa acted as a means of explaining the world
rather than as a device to maintain kinship.
What then is the purpose of whakapapa in the modern and postmodern age?
The only purpose can be that for which it was primarily designed — as a bonding
agent. Whakapapa binds and links people. Regardless of whether the knowledge
system was false, the people have remained, and so has Ngāi Tahu — although
in a new way.
In 1996, Ngāi Tahu were recognized by Parliament as a body politic under
the Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu Act. The devastating decision of Chief Justice
Prendergast in 1877 to dismiss Māori as 'primitive savages', who had no civil
government, now gave way to an indigenous resurgence, reconfigured and
modelled along corporate lines.39 Yet what also fell on that day was Ngāi Tahu
of old. By 1996, Ngāi Tahu could no longer boast a native speaker. In 1992,
Pani Manawatu, the Upoko of the Ngāi Tu Ahuriri Runanga and last native
speaker of the language, died. His death had been preceded by that of his cousin,
Rima Te Aotukia Bell (nêe Pitama), an elder aunt of the writer who was learned
in tribal traditions. In 1996, Jane Manahi, a spiritual elder and leader from
Tuahiwi, also passed beyond the shaded veil. These deaths and the 1996 Te
Runanga o Ngāi Tahu Act saw the end of Ngāi Tahu old and the evolution of a
Ngāi Tahu new. Just as the Gauls and Germanic groups de-colonized themselves
and rebuilt their world, so too have Ngāi Tahu. Thus we have, as Munz proposed
in an earlier article, a model of colonization and de-colonization: 'First a stage
of primitive life; then the intrusion of an imperial power and a corresponding erosion
of the social and religious bonds of primitive life; then a re-assembly under new
leaders of new groups powerful enough to constitute a genuine threat to the imperial
powers without whose presence they would never have come intp being'.40
Here we have two propositions, or strands, which Munz would call historia
rerum gestarum. These strands in turn fall within a broad column called res
gestarum41 In an historical sense res gestarum means the totality of events and
the past as a whole. Historia rerum gestarum are the innumerable thin strands
that run inside the column, sometimes crossing, sometimes running parallel.
These strands give shape to our perceptions of the past. The first proposition
advanced by Munz becomes evident. The world in which Māori lived was
Neolithic and their knowledge or belief systems corresponded. An imperial
power invaded; it acted as a corrosive agent on these social structures.
Munz's second proposition is, however, questionable. While Māori have reformed as new groups they do not pose a threat to the present nation state. Nor
does the present nation state pose a serious threat to the new indigenous groups
that now exist. By way of the 1996 Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu Act, Parliament,
the successor to an imperial power, recognized Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu as the
modern heir to a 'primitive' tribal group. But the groups are not the same as
their predecessors. A stalemate has been reached, or better, a kind of synthesis
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has evolved from the point-counterpoint situation that existed with the colonial
power and tribal groups of the past.
But to leave the matter of colonization at structural change is not sufficient.
As stated at the beginning, this essay is about knowledge and its death. The
world of Māori was one where the world consisted of objects or things that
were a reflection of themselves — hence the term 'mirror knowledge'.
Moreover, because of this self-reflecting circuit, one needs to question whether
Māori were able to recognize that the objects they saw existed in a state other
than the state imposed upon them by their minds. A mountain was an ancestor
and was therefore part of the self. Either the consciousness projected itself
onto the object or the consciousness absorbed the object. There is no evidence
to suggest an awareness of consciousness actively absorbing or projecting.
This self-reflecting loop prohibits one from the knowledge of being conscious
of thinking thoughts. Moreover, to have an understanding of this process, one
needs first to be able to disengage from the process of the original unreflective
state. There was simply no possible means known by which Māori could
disengage because of their isolated situation. Narcissus lived inside the pool,
or as Maori now say, 'Ko au te awa, ko te awa ko au' (I am the river, the river
is me). Subject and object are the same.
There is a touching account that stems from the start of the twentieth century.
The local historian Hemes Beattie told of a Ngāi Tahu elder who visited a pond
where he once had gathered flax. The flax had been cut and the pond drained. The
elder said he felt like weeping.42 The elder and his image had been erased from the
land. Was the elder a victim of colonization and change? Without a doubt one must
answer, yes. Yet, the elder was also a victim of his mind and belief that, by erasing
the object, his image and therefore his self had also been erased.
We can say that tribal societies knew the world by absorbing it so that the
knower (subject) and the object were one. Western society managed to place a
wedge between the knower and the object, and being aware of that separation also
allowed one to be conscious of consciousness. This awareness allows one to stand
outside the text, or at least the text preordained by a particular social group.
We can say, therefore, that colonization is more than a matter of corporate
change management. Colonization, for Māori at least, has also been a matter of
an evolving consciousness, which allows us to add another strand to our
knowledge of the past or our res gestarum. It is reasonable to propose that, for
Māori, the process of colonization involved the exposure of their traditional
knowledge system to one introduced by an imperial power, which has proven
to have better explanatory powers. That exposure resulted in the dismantling of
matauranga Māori as a traditional knowledge system but which also provided
the possibility of another intellectual framework where one was able to stand
critically and to observe the process of thinking that occurred in traditional
times. True to the rule, the act of negating or in this case falsifying the self
permitted a form of consciousness. Such a critical position would not have
been achieved without colonization.
For Ngāi Tahu at least, and for Māori in general, one has to ask whether an
iwi can evolve in an organizational sense and still commit to old beliefs and
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traditions as a rational knowledge system. If Ngāi Tahu, or any other iwi does
this, are they simply changing the coffin for an embalmed corpse, just as
Nietzsche warned his colleagues in The Use and Abuse of History for LifeV3
The Western equivalent is where Charlemagne believed he was a legitimate
Roman Emperor in AD 800, when the last Roman Emperor in the west, Romulus
Augustus,44 was captured in Ravenna and forcibly retired to Campania on a
pension in AD 476 4 5 Can Maori, who in the main have been removed from
their traditional villages and who are increasingly assimilating the culture,
language, genes and memes of the colonizers, claim any real connection to the
past in a manner that does not resemble the claim by Charlemagne?
The future of Ngāi Tahu lies in accepting the death of the past. Like the
Western God, our ancestors are dead. They are not mountains. The mountains
and land will remain regardless of the images we cast upon the land. The only
relevance whakapapa has is that it retains communal solidarity, kinship and
identity. But these traditions that we learn must not be seen as a truth and as an
excuse not to engage with the rest of the world in understanding the unknown
and seeking new knowledge. Ultimately, even whakapapa will fold in on itself
for one reason — homogenization.46 Ethnic differences will remain for the next
few centuries because of geographical factors, but it is clear that even within
New Zealand differences will lessen. Biologically, Ngāi Tahu are from the same
gene pool as other Polynesians, making the tribal differences social constructs.
Nonetheless, if Ngāi Tahu clings to the past as a guide to the present, it will lie
with its ancestors in their graves. As devastating as it was, the arrival of the
Pākehā did one thing; it showed our ancestors that there was a world beyond
these shores and that if we do not actively engage with the rest of the world
Ngāi Tahu will become an artefact that exists by itself in the 'intangible void'.
TEMAIRETAU
Christchurch
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NOTES
1 Logically, one might think that with the erosion of a knowledge system that was designed with
the primary purpose of maintaining social cohesion by kinship, Ngāi Tahu were destined to disappear.
Yet, this has not been the case historically and neither does it look likely to happen. Ngāi Tahu is the
fourth largest tribal group in New Zealand. Tribal enrolments (which require the person enrolling
to prove descent from a recognized kaumatua (elder) of 1848) and census statistics indicate the
tribe has been growing rapidly since the late 1980s. This is significant because it represents a
virtual meta-transformation in structural and cognitive terms with whakapapa reduced from the allencompassing paradigm that governed these people's world view to one that simply acts as a social
bonding mechanism — its primary purpose. This paper is concerned with transformation and lack
of transformation. The matter of social transformation (tribe to tribal corporate) will be dealt with
in another paper.
2 'Whare purakau' and 'whare wananga' are the same.
3 This phrase should perhaps read, 'me ka ako mo te takata'.
4 Thomas Green, ed., 'The Recollections of an Elder', 1880,T.A. Pitama MS, Private Collection
R.T.M. Tau Archives.
5 ibid. Waitohi is a stream that runs through Otaki.
6 F.G. Hall-Jones, King of the Bluff, Invercargill, 1943, p.36.
7 S. Percy Smith, 'Genealogy of Mamaru Family', Journal of the Polynesian Society (JPS), 3,
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